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ON THE CIRCLE PROBLEM 
WITH GENERAL WEIGHT 
G E R A L D K U B A 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec ) 
ABSTRACT. Let P(cj;a, 6, r) be the number of lattice points t h a t lie within 
a circle with center (a, b) and radius r , each lattice point (x,y) counted with 
weight w(x,y). In this article, which continues earlier research, an asymptotic 
evaluation of H(ur, a, b, r) is given where the error estimation is uniform in the 
three circle parameters a, 6, r and the weight function UJ . 
1. Introduction and statement of results 
For a,b,r G R, r > 1, consider the disc D = {(x,y) G R2 : ( x - a ) 2 - f (y-b)2 
< r 2 } , and for a real valued function u with D(a, b; r) := D C domu; C R2 let 
J?(u;;a,b;r) = ^ v(x,y). 
( i , y ) 6 D n Z 2 
In the present paper we are going to study the asymptotic behaviour of the 
function R(u; a, b; r ) . The error estimates of the expansion of R(u; a, b; r) shall 
be uniform on the parameter domain {(a, b;r) G R2 x[l, oo[: D(a, b;r) C domcj}. 
In previous articles [5], [6] we have studied the special case that the function 
a; is a polynomial. Now we are going to present a general result and apply it to 
special weight functions. A first result is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let u: D -» R be continuous and let v(-,y) be piecewise 
monotonic on I := {x : (x,y) G D} for all y G [6 — r, b -f r] fl Z . Fur­
thermore assume that the function F(y) := f w(£*y) d^ is piecewise monotonic 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 11P21; Secondary 11N37. 
K e y w o r d s : lattice point, asymptotic evaluation. 
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on b — r<y<b + r. Then 
R(u; a, b; r) = 
= / / u(x,y) d(x,y) + 0(r^ (logr)^^\mmu\ J 4- 0 ( r | max a; — mina;| J . 
D 
The O-constants are absolute. 
Remark. The number of "pieces" of u(-, y), F(-) and all other piecewise mono-
tonic functions occurring in this paper is assumed to be absolutely bounded 
throughout. 
The second monotony-condition in the Proposition is rather technical and 
possibly hard to check in concrete situations. This problem can be facilitated 
and a better error estimate can be obtained if additional assumptions on u are 
made as it is done in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let u: D —> R be a Cl-function and assume that §7(*,:*/) 
and ^(x, •) are piecewise monotonic for all y G [b — r, b + r] H Z and for all 
x G [a — r,a + r], respectively. Furthermore assume that the functions B(0) := 
u(a + rcos9,b + rsin#) and Bx(9) := (tan#)fB(6) — mincjj are piecewise 
monotonic on — | < 0 < | and | < 6 < ^ . Then (with absolute O-constants) 
R(u;a,b;r) = v(x,y) d(x,y) + 0\r^(logr)^\mmu\j 
D 
+ 0(rs Imaxcj -mina/ | j + Of rf max | p + m a x U p J J , 
where dD = {(a + rcos0, b + rsin0) : 0 < 0 < 27r} is the boundary of D. 
In the special case that on the one hand the center (a, b) of the circle is always 
a lattice point and on the other hand the weight u is rotationally symmetric, 
the error estimations of Theorem 1 can be improved in the following way. 
THEOREM 2. For a,b e Z, r e [l,oo[, let u be defined on D(a,b;r) by 
u(x,y) = f((x — a)2 + (y — &)2) , where f: [0,r2] —> R is continuously differen-
tiate and piecewise monotonic. Then (with an absolute O-constant) 
R(u;a,b;r) = / / u(x,y) d(x,y) + Oyr73(logr)i46 max|a;|J : 
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Remark. The assumption that / is piecewise monotonic is nearby since it 
follows from an assumption in Theorem 1. Actually, if §j(-,y) is assumed to be 
piecewise monotonic for y = 6, then ^(x,b) = 2(x — a)f'((x — a)2) has only 
0(1) points of zero and thus f((x - a)2) = /(O) + 2 / ( f - a)/ '((f - a)2) df is 
a 
piecewise monotonic on a < x < a + r, therefore f(u) is is piecewise monotonic 
on 0 < u < r2. 
2. Applications 
A natural application of Theorem 1 is one to weight functions F that are 
generalized polynomials, i.e. 
F(x,y) = £ ^ ~ < V , 
{k,i)eM 
where Af C N2 is finite and the coefficients Akl and the exponents ak, /?- are 
arbitrary real numbers. 
For the special case that afc,/?z G N0, i.e. that F G R[_Y, Y], we refer to [6], 
where a different approach leads to better results. 
Since 
R(F(x,y);a,b;r) = £ AklR(x
Q«yfr-a,b;r), 
(Jk,l)6M 
it is sufficient to consider # ( / ; a, 6; r ) , where /(x, y) = xay@ with arbitrary real 
a , / 3 . 
Since R(xay^\ a, 6; r) = R(x^ya; b, a; r ) , we may assume w.l.o.g. that a > /3. 
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity we consider only the case that a, /3 > 0. 
The following corollary deals with the case that /? = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. For arbitrary a > 0 we have for r -> oo (uniformly in the 
region a — r > 0 if a>\, and uniformly in the region a — r > 1 if a <1), 
5 ] xa ~ /У" а:Q d(_, 
( x , ÿ ) Є Z 2 ( x _ a ) 2 + ( г / _ ř ) ) 2 < г 2 
(x-a) 2+(г/-Ь) 2<г 2 -
»)• 
More precisely, 
J2 xa = II xQd(_, y) + Д(a.r), 
(-C,2/)ЄZ ( а ľ _ a ) 2 _ j _ ( y _ ř , ) 2 < r 2 
{x-a)2 + {y-Ъ)2<r2 
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where A(a , r ) can be estimated as follows. 
(i) If a > 1. then for a>r, 
A(a, r ) < (a - r)ar^ ( l o g r ) ^ + a a _ 1 r S < Tiaa . 
(ii) I/0< a < 1/2, then for a > r + l . 
A / \ / \ /v i 6 . . , . 3 1 5 2 . f r- 1 r 
A(a, r ) << ( a - r ) a r 7 3 ( l 0 g r ) i 4 6 +T3 mm j a , — | + _ 1_c 
(iii) I/ 1/2 < a < 1, then for a > r + 17 
5 
A / \ / \ ^ i 6 / , \ 3 i i r s r 
A(a, r ) < (a - r ) a r 73 (logr)"« + - " - ^ + (Q _ r ) i - a • 
P r o o f . Theorem 1 yields (since a + r x a) 
A(a , r ) <C ( a - r ) a r ^ ( l o g r ) T ^ + r l T + C? 
where C = r a a _ 1 if a > 1, and C = r(a — r ) a _ 1 if 0 < a < 1, and 
T = (a + r)a - (a - r)a = 2ar(a + er)**'1 (e = e(a, r) e ] - l , 1[) . 
Thus for a > 1, T < 2ar(a+r)a~1 <C ra^1 < aa. This proves (i). If 0 < a < 1, 
we compute 
T={a + rr-(a-r)*> (a-rer)^ 
(a + r)a + (a - r)a ~ (a + r)Q V l 1 ' 
Thus we obtain 
T<^r(a + r ) Q _ 1 < r a 0 - 1 if a > ^ 
and 
T <r(a + r)~a <ra~a if « < ^ -
Of course, T <C a a is still true and this proves (ii) and (iii). 
Finally, ff xa d(x, y) > aar27r/2, and this concludes the proof of Corollary 1. 
D 
n 
Now we consider the case that a > p > 0. 
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COROLLARY 2. For a > (3 > 0 we have for r —> oo (uniformly in the region 
a > r+6(a), b > r+6(/3), with 6(z) = 0forz>l and 6(z) = 1 for 0 < z < I), 
_T *V ~ ff xVd(x,»). 
(x,y)eZ2 (a._a)2 + (^_6 ) 2 < r2 
(x-a)
2 + (y-b)2<r2 ' 
More precisely, 
J2 x°yß = ff x°y0 d(-'y) + л ( a ' 6 ; г ) ' 
(x,y)el> (x-a)2 + (y-b)2<r2 
(x-a)2 + (y-b)2<r2 ~ 
where A (a, b;r) can be estimated as follows. 
(i) If a. 3 > I, then for a,b>r, 
46 
A(a, 6; r) < r ^ (log r ^ a " ^ + r* ( a V " 1 + a^b0) . 
(ii) // 1/2 < p < 1 < a, then for a>r andb>r + l, 
A(a,b;r) << r ^ ( l o g r ) ^ a a 6 / 3 + r§ (a^0'1 + aa~1b0) + ra" 
(b-r) i-/3 ' 
(iii) If l/2<p<a<l, then for a,b > r + 1, 
A (a, b; r) < 
« r ^ ( l o g r ) f M a V + r f ( a
a 6 ^ - 1 + a a - 1 ^ ) + r ( / / L
 a " _ + , * ) . 
\(b — ry-P ( a - r ) 1 _ Q / 
(iv) If 0 < /? < 1/2 < a < 1, żheтг for a,Ь>r + l, 
A(a,b;r) < 
<r»(logr)W«-.V» + r f f ^ + a--^j+r^(6_r)1_, , ( a _ f ) 1 . + 
b0 
(v) // 0 < p < a < 1/2, then for a,b>r + l, 
a_ _* 
Ъ0* a<* ) ' ' {(b-r)1-)3 ' (a-ry-aJ ' 
A / 7 \ 4 6 / . x 3 1 5 .-v, rt b i a GT \ 
A(a,b;r) << r ^ ( l o g r ) - ^ a a b ^ + r^ í — + — 1 -f r • + • 
ìfi 
P r o o f. For /(я, y) = яľ<V lеt 
4̂ = mаx f, 2? = min ŕ, (7 = mаx 
OD J ' D ^ ' D 
0/ 
cfø 






Furthermore let T = (a + r)a(b + rf - (a - r)a(b - rf. We have A < 
(a + r)a(b + rf, (a-r)a(b-rf <B< (a + r)a(b + rf, thus A-B <T, 
and C < a(a + r)a~1(b + r)(i for a > 1, C < a(a - r ) a _ 1 (6 + r)13 for a < 1, 
D < f3(a + r)a(b + r)0'1 for /? > 1, D < /?(a + r)Q(b - r ) ^ " 1 for 0 < 1. 
Furthermore 
аnd 
T = 2r (a(a + er)"'1 (b + erf + 0(a + er)a(b + erf'1) (\e\ < 1 ) , 
(a + r)2a(b + r)2? - (a - r)2a(b - r)2? 
T = 
(a + r)Q(b + r)P + (a- r)a(b - r)# 
< ra~ab-P((a + er)2a-\b + er)2(3 + (a + er)2a(b + er)20'1) (\e\ < 1 ) . 
Now it is straightforward to check clauses (i) to (v) and this proves Corollary 2. 
• 
We conclude this section with an example where u is defined on R2 , but u 
is not a polynomial. 






II \x\a\yf d(x,y) + 0(ra+P+*) + 0(ra+1) + 0(r?+1) 
(x-a)2+(y-b)2<r2 
uniformly in a,b <£ir. 
P r o o f . Again we may assume w.l.o.g. that a > j3. For u(x,y) = \x\a\y\@ 
there is no problem with the conditions of Theorem 1 if a, j3 > 1. Otherwise, 
we consider the weight 
( \ / | x | a 
l f(x. 




•x) = \ °J 
l 2X 
)g(y) ifl>a>(3>0, 
and g(y) = { 0 2 t . 0 . , , . , . 
I f i r + i - f l f \y\ <-• 
i f ^ ^ ' ^ „,„. = / M' i f ^ ^ ' 
2 - ^ + l - f if W < L v 2 * • ^ 2 
Then u^ is continuously differentiable (and fulfills all the other conditions of 
Theorem 1, too) and ffux = ffu + 0(r
a+1) + 0(r^+1) and £ > x = £ > + 
D D D D 
0(ra+1) +0(r(3+1). We have 0 < mincj- << 1, 0 < maxw < rar^, and 









< r a + ć - 1 + r a - l + r / 3 - l + 1 ( 
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This proves Corollary 3 . • 
R e m a r k . If the center coordinates a, b are not bounded by r , then results 
similar to Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 can be obtained. On the other hand, if 
wre substitute xay@ by u)x(x,y) from above, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 can be 
adapted in a way that the error estimates are uniform in a,b > r. Specifically, 
the asymptotic equivalence between the double sum and the double integral is 
always uniform in the region a,b>r. 
3. Preparation of the proof 
Some lemmata 
Let the rounding error functions ip and \px be defined by 
$(z) = z-[z]-\ (zeR) and ^(z) = j ' ^ ^ ^ \ (zeR) 
throughout the paper. ( [] are the Gauss brackets.) 
LEMMA 1. (Abelian summation) For arbitrary P,Q e Z, P < Q and 
g,/i: Z-+C, 
Q Q Q-l I 
£ g(k)h(k) = g(Q) £ h(k) + £ (g(l) - g(l + 1)) £ h(k). 
k=P k=P l=P k=P 
LEMMA 2. (Euler summation formula, cf. [2], [4]) For every real valued con-
tinuous and piecewise monotonic function f on [a, 0] C R, 
(i) 
£ /(fc) = //(*) dt + 0 ( max |/(*)|) . 
a<k<{3 JQ 
If f is continuous on [a, (3] and continuously differentiate on ]a,(3[> then 
(ii) 
0 0 




LEMMA 3. (van der Corput, cf. [1], [4]) Let f be a real valued function, twice 
continuously differentiate on [a,/?] C R. Furthermore, let f" be monotonic and 
nonzero on [a,/?]. Then for ip E {^-^x}, 
E v(/(*)x /irwiidt+inaji-i + in^i-i, 
a<fc</3 « 
tvftere the <C -constant is absolute. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the second mean value 
theorem. 
LEMMA 4. Let f be a real valued function, continuous and piecewise monotonic 
on [a,/?] C R. Then for <p G { V ^ I J > 




where c is the number of monotonic pieces of f. 
4. P r o o f o f t h e P r o p o s i t i o n and T h e o r e m 1 
We write 
R(u;a,b;r)= J^ E 9{x,y) + (mjno;) (#(£> n Z2)) , 
6—r<y<6-fr a(y)<cc</3(y) 
where 
a(y) = a- \ / r 2 - (y - b)2 , / % ) = a + >/r2 - (y - b)2 , 
and 
g(x,y) =u(x,y)-mmu. 
Note that (a(y), y), ( /%) , y) G 5F> for all y G [6 - r, 6 + r ] . 
It is well known that (with an absolute O-constant) 
# (F>(a ,b ; r )nZ 2 ) = r27r + o(r™ ( l o g r ) ^ ) . 
This deep result was proved by H u x l e y in 1993. A proof can be found in [3; 
Theorem 18.3.2]. 
Now we apply twice Lemma 2 (i) to the above double sum and. since max |y | = 
| maxcj — minu;| and ff d(x,y) = r27r this proves the Proposition. 
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In order to prove Theorem 1 we apply Lemma 2(ii) and compute 
, Piv) My) v 
E E ^ = E ( f 9(*,V)A*+ f ^fe2/W0dd+51-52 , 
t>-r<y<b+r\Jy) Jy) J 
where 
Si= E My), y)^ (a(y)) and S2= E 9(^y), *M/%)) • 
b—r<2/<6+r b—r<j/<6+r 
First we estimate the sums S1 and .S2 • For / £ [b — r, b + r] n Z, let 
*i(0= E ^ ( a - V - 2 - ^ - ^ 2 ) . 
b-r<y<t 
Then, by Lemma 1, 
5. =p(a([6+r]),[6+r])*1([6+r])+ E (~(a(0,0-- ' («( '+-)> '+
1 ) ) , - ' i (0 . 
b-r<t<6+r-l 
Since a; is piecewise monotonic on the boundary of J9 , #(a(-),-) is piecewise 
monotonic, too, and g(a(/)./) — g(a(/ + 1),/ + l) changes its sign only 0(1) 
times. Thus 
5 1 « ( m a x | 5 | ) ( f t _ r m a | 6 + r | * 1 ( / ) | ) . 
Now we apply van der Corput's Method (Lemma 3) on #-(/) for every / and 
obtain *-(/) <C r2/3 uniformly in /, and this yields 
5i < r 3 | max lol) = r* Imaxu; — mincjl . 1 V dD ' ' 7 ' dD D ' 
The sum 52 can be treated analogously and the same estimate is obtained. Now 








By Lemma 2(ii), 
E / ^.y) 











since a(b ± r) = a = j3(b ± r ) . Nowr for b — r < y < b + r, 
P(y) P(y) 
^ J g(x,y)dx= J -%(x,v)te-^2
VJ~^ 
a(y) a(y) 
We have, by Lemma 4, 
6+r P(y) 
/ / —(x,y)ip(y) dxdy 
b-r a(y) 
a + r b+ҳ/r
2-(x-a)2 
\дuj 
= / — (x,y)ф(y) dydx <C r m a x 
дy 
a~r b-y/r2-(x-a)2 
Furthermore we state that 
6+r 
J / 2_( __ b^(d(o^(y),y) + g(P(y),y))il>(y) dy <c v ^ m a x | # | . 
b—r 
In order to verify this we divide the integral in three parts, 
6+r 6 - r + l 6 + r - l 6+r 
...dy= / . . . dy + / . . . dy + / . . . dy. 
6—r 6—r 6—r+1 6+r—1 
The absolute value of the first and of the third integral, respectively, is 
6+r 
< 2 (max [of) / , V~ = dy = 2(max | o | W 2 r - 1. 
" \dDiyiJ J JT2 _ (y _ b)2
 y \ d D
m ) ^ 
6 + r - l 
The second integral is, by Lemma 4, 
y-b 
<< max 
\ 6 - r + l < 2 / < 6 + r - l 
^ / Г 2 _ fø _ ò ) 2 
( m a x | 5 | ) < v ^ m a x l з l , 
provided that 
/ 2 y * - / M 2 g (
Q ( y ) ' y ) a n d / / / .,2g(0(y),y) 
^r2 -(y- b)2 yV2 - (y - b)2 
are both piecewise monotonie on b — r + l<y<b + r — 1. 
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But exactly this is the assumption on the function Bx in Theorem 1, since 
for 9 = arcsin(^-^) , 
V ~ = tan 9 = - tan(27r - 9) 
\Jr2 - (y - b)2 
and 
(0(y),y) = (a + rcos# ,b + rs in#) 
and 
(a(y), y) = (a + r cos(27r — 0), b + r sin(27r — 9)) . 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. Proof and application of Theorem 2 
Let u(x, y) = f((x — a)2 + (y — b)2). Since a, b G Z , we can wrrite 
R(u(x,y),a:b;r)=R(f(x
2 + y2),0,0-r)=f(0)+ ] £ f(n)r(n), 
l<n<r2 
where, as usual, r(n) = # { ( # , y) G Z 2 : x2 + y2 = n} . 
By 
J ] r (n ) = #(o(0,0;v^)nZ
2) = nT + o(r™(logT)^) 
n<T 
and Lemma 1, we obtain 
E f(n)r(n) 
l < n < r 2 
=/(И) E r(n) + E(/w-/(i+i))Ér(fc) 
1<П<Г 2 1 < ( < Г 2 - 1 k = l 
[ r 2 ] - l 
= /([r2])[r2]тг + 7г J2 ( ! / ( 0 - ( ! + ! ) / ( ! + l ) + /(l + l)) 
1=1 
+ o(r^(logr)w/([r2]))+o(rй(logr)ЙI £ 1/(0-/(! +1)1 
^ l < Z < r 2 - l 
= ҡ У^ f(n) + Cҷr^( logr) î б max\f(u)\) , 




since / is piecewise monotonic 
Now, by the Euler summation formula, 
2 2 
r r 
£ 1(») = E 1(») = / / ( " ) d M - | / ( 0 ) + ^ ( r 2 ) / ( r 2 )+ f f'(u)xb(u) du . 
l<n<r2 0<n<r2 Q Q 
Since / ' has only 0(1) points of zero, we obtain 
r2 





7T / f(u) du = 2ir f(p2)p dp = / / u{x, y) d(x, H), 
o o D 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We conclude this section with a formula that combines the number n with 
the functions logn, r(n), and Dirichlet's divisor function d(n). (d(n) is the 
number of positive divisors of the natural number n.) 
By applying Theorem 2 (with a = b = 0) to the weight 
(log(x2 + y2) i fx2 + y 2 > l , 
<*>(*,») = 1 2 , 2 i -r 2 , 2 / i 
[ r + f - 1 if xz + 2T < 1, 
we obtain 
5 ] (\ogn)r(n)=7rtlogt-<irt + 0(t23/73+E) ( t - > o o ) . 
l < n < t 
Furthermore, it is well known that (cf. [2]) 
5 ^ d(n) = tlogt + 0(t) ( t - > o o ) . 
l < n < t 
Thus the quotient of the main terms of the two expansions is exactly TV and this 
yields a nice formula we conclude this article with. 
F O R M U L A . 
£ (log n)r(n) 
, . l < n < t 
I ™ - ^ ,, x = 7T . 
t-><x> 2^ d(n) 
l < n < t 
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